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CSPs' digital transformation strategies must create growth. Technology
strategic planners must improve agility to aid new business models in four
areas — digital service provider network; services/IT; human capital/work
process transformation; market disruption from emerging vendors/
technologies.

Scope
CSPs' networks, their management, control and service logic must transform in order to meet
customers' evolving requirements that ensure business viability, increasing revenue and reducing
costs.

To support them, our 2018 research will focus on addressing the key challenges facing CSPs, such
as scalability, containing costs and network flexibility:

■ How can digital service providers succeed with network, software and services transformation
initiatives?

■ How can CSPs benefit from market disruption from new vendors and emerging technologies?

■ How should CSPs transform their human capital and processes to enable digital service
provision?



Analysis
Figure 1. Enable CSP Digital Technology Transformation Overview

CSP = communications service provider

Source: Gartner (February 2018)

Communications service providers' (CSPs') technology strategic planners must deliver transformed
networks, management, control and service logic, to meet current customers' evolving
requirements, as well as the needs of new customers from new markets. They must ensure
business viability by becoming a next-generation digital service provider (DSP) — morphing from a
traditional CSP to a DSP that runs and manages its own digital infrastructure and services.

Challenges for the digital service provider technology strategic planners include:

■ Scalability

■ Containing costs

■ Network flexibility

In 2018, CSPs worldwide will spend over $165 billion (in current currency) on their network
infrastructure, software and services, while also seeking to transform into DSPs. CSPs' IT and
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networks aim to enable digital business, digital consumers and digital things by creating the
required connectivity infrastructure, core and transport network, as well as IT systems between
them. In order to achieve this objective, the capability to increase cost-effectiveness is essential.
This is a time for significant change in CSPs (particularly network-based CSPs), since they need
new offerings to enable growth as old revenue streams wane, while improving customer
engagement. They need to re-examine the following:

1. What are the new and evolving roles of people, processes and technology to achieve a smarter
operation? This pertains to changes through network function virtualization (NFV)/software-
defined network (SDN), APIs, artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML), as well as
harnessing open source to drive innovation via community co-creation.

2. What kind of innovation is required — therefore what kind of partners and partnerships are
needed from both inside and outside of the organization?

3. Smarter operation requires flexibility in operations architecture, and the ability to respond
automatically in real time to network events and changes. For example, how do we leverage
resources to build new circuits and topologies and offer differentiated services? What kind of
enterprise architecture will allow it?

In addition, ongoing digitalization of businesses means that CSPs have to offer products and
services that are far more:

1. Computing intensive — such as real-time analytics, proactive security assessment.

2. Context relevant — through on-demand, usage-based offerings.

3. Ecosystem friendly — enabling co-creation to quickly develop new vertical markets (for
example, Internet of Things [IoT] mobile virtual network operator [MVNO] channels).

This means that technology is no longer just an enabler for CSPs — rather, it is becoming a core
element of their offerings. From a coverage perspective, we are addressing these key issues in our
research agenda from two angles:

1. What is required for CSPs to move to a computing-oriented set of products, services and
operations?

2. What are the constituents of these requirements and how do we tackle them?

The diverse nature of what CSPs can become drives several of our research topics, such as:

■ What are the fundamental differences in IT/operational technology (OT) across these CSPs?

■ What can one type of CSP learn from another — in the areas of IT, technology and operations?

■ What kinds of partnerships are possible at the IT/OT level across these different CSPs, given
increasing collaboration across telcos and over-the-top (OTT) players?

A constant element across this broad spectrum, however, is that CSP technology strategic planners
need to continuously test and deliver more capabilities for supporting the ever-increasing
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requirements of digital business, while maintaining stability and service quality in the production
platform — an approach that requires bimodal work practices.

Customers expect a personalized and adaptive experience. One of the most important changes
CSPs will need to make is developing new architectures, such as software-defined networking
(SDN) and network function virtualization (NFV) that requires combined IT and network capabilities.
CSPs that have not virtualized their networks need to actively advance this transformation. The
changes require organizational redesign and different ways of working with existing suppliers, as
well as potentially sourcing from a new breed of vendors and partners.

Top Challenges and How Gartner Can Help

To modernize IT operations and networks effectively for increased business value, CSPs need to
select the right technology architectures, technologies and technology providers, and then deploy
these at the right time. It is mission-critical for CSP technology strategic planners to make timely big
technology investments given their business strategy and technology development. Too early and
the cost is too high. Too late and competition will capture most of the market. For most of the CSP
technologies and services, scale is the most important attribute.

Cost optimization often may require engineering automation and robotics into the network and
processes.

There are new requirements from enterprises, other verticals, and multiple technology
transformations. There is a technology deficit that must be addressed by technology and service
providers (TSPs) to bridge the gap, which we cover by addressing the following challenge.

How can digital service providers succeed with network, software and services
transformation initiatives?

Network-based CSPs wanting to evolve into a DSP must recognize there is a deep transformational
need within their organization that demands changes from the foundations impacting their people,
processes, priority areas and/or metrics. They understand these changes will reshape their
infrastructures and will require a new product and service catalog to deliver upon their customers'
requirements.

This covers two specific business purposes:

1. Infrastructure as a platform to support access provider business (network as a service).

2. Infrastructure as a platform to support service provider business.

CSP technology strategic planners have a large number of CSP-specific technologies to choose
from as illustrated in our Hype Cycle research (such as multiaccess edge computing [MEC],
heterogeneous network [HetNet], and low-power wide-area [LPWA] like long-range [LoRa], Sigfox
and NarrowBand [NB]-IoT). Plus there are also increasingly new alternatives with white-box, virtual
network functions (VNFs) and Central Office Re-architected as a Datacenter (CORD).
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In addition, there are a number of general technology trends that need to be "translated" so that
they make sense within the CSP context. For example, cloud has implications for CSPs as a
delivery mechanism (CSPs using cloud to deliver services or buying non-telecom-specific services
such as human resources or ERP), but it will also impact how they modernize their networks and IT.
SDN/NFV overlaps the intersection of this. The new architectures will impact organizations as well
as networks and IT.

CSPs need to track and forecast multiple new and complex technologies, as well as their mutual
impacts, in order to better understand how to plan further investment. Our market forecasts offer a
forward-looking insight into global technology development.

Our research will inform technology strategic planners about the future of their networks and help
them to achieve transformation beyond the confines of a traditional network-based CSP topology.

Planned Research

■ Digital security

■ IoT

■ CSP networks, OT metrics and overall investment efficiency and performance

■ Designing and scaling CSP digital transformation — CSP digital dexterity key performance
indicators (KPIs)

■ How do CSPs make better technology decisions based on their overall strategic goals?

■ Implementing new capabilities such as automation, AI and blockchain in the network

■ Open-source CSP network initiatives and adoption (for example, Open Network Automation
Platform [ONAP], management and orchestration [MANO], Open Source MANO [OSM], Telecom
InfraProject [TIP], Central Office Re-architected as a Datacenter [CORD], European
Telecommunications Standards Institute [ETSI] MEC, OpenFog, Next-Generation RAN
Architecture — extensible radio access network [xRAN])

■ Sequencing activities for software-defined networking (SDN)/network function virtualization
(NFV)

■ 5G — trials and launch progress, mobile networks densification, network slicing, latency

■ Mobile/multiaccess edge computing — for 5G, including virtual Evolved Packet Core (vEPC),
virtualized radio access network (vRAN) security, edge analytics and private critical comms
deployments (such as private Long Term Evolution [LTE]), IoT monetization, and microservices

■ Mission-critical and public safety applications for CSP networks

■ Monetizing digital service provider infrastructure and platforms for Internet of Things (IoT)

■ Hype Cycle for Communications Service Provider Infrastructure

■ Hype Cycle for Communications Service Provider Digital Services Enablement
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■ Platform-Based Services — Critical Elements for Success by CSPs

■ Early Mover CSPs' Five Strategies to Bring SDN and NFV to Life

■ Market Trends: Small Cell Infrastructure

■ Creating an IoT Platform — Technical Challenges and Opportunities for CSPs

■ Evolving IoT connectivity platforms to promote IoT MVNO channels

How can CSPs benefit from market disruption from new vendors and emerging
technologies?

CSP technology strategic planners face difficulty in choosing the right technology partners to
support them in new/disruptive technology such as SDN/NFV, AI in networks, or edge computing.
They may not receive the necessary support from traditional vendors as many of these technologies
disrupt the traditional vendors' business models. CSP technology strategic planners need to
consider new sets of suppliers.

These providers can play a bigger role in helping CSPs innovate, for example around IoT or 5G.
Subsequently, parts of the market are consolidating and several of the providers in the market today
will not exist in three years. In addition, as the lines between IT and network continue to blur and
successful delivery of technological innovation is increasingly based on ecosystems, most
technology providers are working hard to establish partnerships. It is much more difficult to evaluate
(and work with) an ecosystem than it is a single supplier. Gartner helps CSPs evaluate, assess CSP
technology and service providers from a 360-degree perspective — both established and emerging
providers, as well as across ecosystem boundaries such as IT and network-oriented suppliers. We
help communications service providers maximize the innovation capability of their suppliers.

Planned Research

■ Opportunity and how to compete in new landscape with new breed of alternative vendors for
CSP networks (made relevant by 5G, SDN/NFV, low-power wide-area network [LPWAN]
providers, open source [OS] or MEC, for example) and changes in CSP vendor sourcing and
partnering, as well as go-to-market strategies

■ Intent-based network operations

■ AI and ML — predictive intelligence, bots, cloud-based delivery for services for CSPs

■ Competitive Landscape: AI and ML Vendors Selling to CSPs

■ How can CSPs better scale to emulate web-scale infrastructures?

■ How can 5G architectures enable network operations for web scales (such as with core network
slicing and edge computing)?

■ How to create CSPs' digital platform and services opportunities supporting multisided business
models for small and midsize businesses (SMBs)

■ How to enable demand-driven architectures and platform for vendors and CSPs
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■ Improved use of ecosystems, automation and professional services to help with innovation

■ Network strategy with consolidation and acquisitions (including — but not limited to — mobile
video, CSPs acquiring media arms and M&A)

■ How to scale a microservices architecture for CSPs

■ DSP opportunities in new enterprise verticals — such as connected cars, utilities, oil and gas

■ CSP opportunity and threat in identity management and embedded SIM (e-SIM)

■ Roaming infrastructure transformation

■ Low earth orbit (LEO) satellite opportunity and threat for CSPs

■ Midhaul, fronthaul transformation

■ Future of data transport networks

■ Cool Vendors in Communications Service Provider Infrastructure

■ Cool Vendors in Communications Service Provider Operational and Business Infrastructure

■ Services-driven CSP architectures (including revenue management as a service from a CSP's
perspective)

■ Data management and automation, monetization, and security

■ How contextual data technologies can better position CSPs in the digital workplace challenge

How should CSPs transform their human capital and processes to enable digital service
provision?

Network digital transformation, such as the SDN/NFV project, require new skill sets, new business
models and/or new processes.

As a result, CSPs must approach these holistically rather than as purely technology-focused
initiatives, by prioritizing human resource transformation, incentivizing new skills development,
change-oriented performance management and involving external talents present in the ecosystem,
as well as taking into consideration implications on the workforce, operational processes and
product/service development.

Planned Research

■ Zero-touch orchestration of resources and services

■ Transformation and change management in CSPs (for example, operations, sourcing, NetOps,
agile)

■ Future of customer digital engagement, including network connectivity, using AI, predictive
analytics, machine learning, automated intelligence, IoT and digital business platforms
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■ Hype Cycle for Communications Service Provider Operations

■ How bot technologies can be a game-changer for CSPs by improving managed services,
enterprise mobility and IoT

■ How CSPs can select technologies to provide immersive experiences for customer digital
engagement

Related Priorities
Table 1. Related Priorities

Priority Focus

Exploit IT Services Market
Dynamics

This initiative provides critical insights and advice on the journey toward sustainable and
profitable growth in the transforming IT services market.

Build and Market
Enterprise Applications

The build and market enterprise applications research will benchmark and assess
emerging business models, technology triggers, product innovation, market
opportunities and go-to-market strategies.

Operating the CSP Digital
Delivery Platform

This initiative guides CIOs of network- and cloud-based communications service
providers (CSPs) on how to operate their digital delivery platforms to create new value
through innovation in communications.

Exploit CSP Market
Dynamics

This initiative provides advice on the competitive positioning and strategies that CSPs
should adopt in their fast-evolving landscape. We will analyze the strategic and business
issues that they face.

Improve Technology Go-to-
Market Effectiveness

This initiative focuses on the core technology go-to-market disciplines used to reach,
engage, influence and retain customers as they move through the entire life cycle —
buying through owning.

Source: Gartner

Suggested First Steps

After reading this document, we suggest the following documents that provide deeper off-the-shelf
insights regarding this initiative. Some of our research is updated annually — in the list, we have
given the latest versions of those, but where applicable, updates will be available at a later date.
Gartner clients can explore a topic further by making an inquiry, in addition to reading our published
research. Exploring a topic in more depth during an inquiry with the Key Initiative (KI) manager or
any of the lead authors of the documents listed here can provide more insights:

■ "Evaluate Your Transformation Progress Toward the Future of Networks — The Gartner Wireless
CSP Maturity Model, 2017 Update"

■ "Magic Quadrant for Operations Support Systems"

■ "SDN/NFV Requires a New IT Architecture in CSPs"
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■ "IT Market Clock for Communications Service Provider Infrastructure, 2017"

■ "Market Guide for CSP NFV Management and Orchestration Solutions"

■ "Emerging Technology Analysis: 5G"

■ "Market Definitions and Methodology Guide: Communications Service Provider Operational
Technology"

Essential Reading

■ "How AT&T Is Building Its Talent for the Digital Age"

■ "Magic Quadrant for Integrated Revenue and Customer Management for CSPs"

■ "Magic Quadrant for Operations Support Systems"

■ "Magic Quadrant for Small Cell Equipment"

■ "Magic Quadrant for LTE Network Infrastructure"
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Acronym Key and Glossary Terms

5G fifth generation

API application programming interface

BSS business support system

CIO chief information officer

CORD Central Office Re-architected as a Datacenter

CSP communications service provider

CTO chief technology officer

ERP enterprise resource planning

HetNet heterogeneous network

ICT information and communication technology

IoT Internet of Things

KPI key performance indicator

LoRa long-range

LPWA low-power wide-area

LTE Long Term Evolution

MANO management and orchestration

MEC multiaccess edge computing

NB NarrowBand

NB-IoT NarrowBand Internet of Things

NFV network function virtualization

OS open source

OSS operations support system

OT operational technology

OTT over-the-top
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RAN radio access network

SDN software-defined networking

TIP Telecom InfraProject

VNF virtual network function

vRAN virtualized radio access network

xRAN extensible radio access network (Next-Generation RAN Architecture)

This document is published in the following Market Insights:
Carrier Operations & Strategies Worldwide
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